Vocational Contingency Regulatory Framework, 2021

Bronze Arts Award: adapted assessment report form
Young person’s name: Peta Johal
Adviser’s name:

Jamie North

Centre name: Our Arts Centre
Evidence Checklist:
Part of
Bronze Arts
Award

Part A:
explore the
arts as a
participant

Evidence Required






Part B:
explore the
arts as an
audience
member







Part C: arts
inspiration



a description of their
arts activity
evidence of
participating in their
arts activity (eg
through written/record
diary logs, annotated
photographs, notes,
comments or
feedback)
a summary of what
they have learnt and
how their interest,
knowledge and skills
have developed
evidence of at least
one arts event or
experience, eg
programme, URL,
postcards,
photographs, CDs or
DVDs
evidence of personal
reflection on the
event(s)/
experience(s) and
their creative impact
evidence of
communicating
/sharing personal
reflection with at least
one other person
evidence of their
research, eg notes,
photographs, or
recordings

Level of
Where
Completion evidence can
of Part
be found

What
evidence
is missing

Complete (C)
Part
Complete
(PC)
Not Complete
(NC)

eg page/slide
number, relevant
link). If no
evidence is
available, please
note N/A

(check box)

Folder A: page
1

☐
☐

PC

C

C

Folder A: page
2-3

N/A

☒

Folder B: see
images and URL
to Blog on
WordPress

☐

Folder B: see
images and URL
to Blog on
WordPress

☐

Folder B: see
Zoom video of
Peta talking
about the blog
post with their
comic group
Folder C: Page
1-10, research
and photos

☐

☐



Part D: arts
skills share
– passing
on arts
skills to
others







a summary in any
format that others can
understand, of why
the person was chosen
and what they learnt
about that person’s
arts practice, career,
life and work
an explanation of their
arts skills share
activity, why they
chose it, and the plans
they’ve made
evidence of the
activity and how they
passed on their skills
to others
reflection on how well
they passed on their
skills

Folder C: URL &
PDF of
whiteboard summary of
research
presented as a
mood board

☐

N/A

☒

N/A

☒

N/A

☒

NC
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Adviser Reflective Statement:
Advisers must provide details about all missing evidence. For each Part of the award marked
as Part Complete/Not Complete, you should explain:
▪
▪

How the young person would have achieved it
What they learnt or would have wanted to learn

(please note you do not need to provide comments for Complete Parts).
The reflective statement can be submitted in audio format if preferred (MP3 /wav are
recommended) - please name your file(s) suitably and include information below about where
the file(s) can be accessed and add timecodes as appropriate (if your recording includes detail
for more than one young person).

Part A: Peta took part in a pottery workshop for their Part A activity, the evidence of
their reflection in the full day workshop is missing; the evidence presented in the
portfolios shows Peta participating in a series of activities creating small bowls as an
introduction to making shapes, model monsters and as part of the final session used
the pottery wheel to create a larger vase. Peta actively participated throughout, asking
questions and made a very creative and scary looking final model monster.
The reflection was planned to take place as a group activity and filmed by me (the
adviser). The discussion was planned to be led by the pottery artist. Our plan was to
ask the group to discuss what they felt they learnt from the workshop and anything
they found difficult or challenging, individually commenting on what, activities or skills
from their personal perspective might have been a challenge and why. We would have
particularly focused on how the workshop had developed their own interest and
knowledge in the art form ensuring Peta responded individually on how it may have
impacted on their existing interest in 2D design and whether 3D might be incorporated
into their work in any way.
From observing Peta in the workshops, it was noted that Peta found using the pottery
wheel challenging, however, from informal conversation with Peta, which is not
recorded. Peta expressed, that although some aspects of the workshop was
challenging, it did spark an interest in using the learning to take their 2D comic strip
character designs into 3D models using clay or plasticine. Therefore, enabling Peta to
see where they could develop in the art form and apply the learning through another
context.
Part D: Peta was unable to complete their part D due to school closures. We had
already discussed and planned that Peta would deliver a short workshop to a small
group of peers from their class on creating and designing a comic strip. Peta would
have completed their plan via a mind-map, as they communicate better visually. I
would have asked them to consider what activities they would deliver, timings,
resources, and we would have discussed and recorded in detail the best way to
communicate ideas or instructions to the group, given they lack confidence in some
areas of communication. Peta had already indicated they would record the session via
photos, which would have been posted on their Instagram account. In terms of
reflection this would have been completed via a short interview (audio recorded) with
me (the adviser). I would have asked them about their delivery, whether they were
effective at communicating, did everything go to plan, what could have gone better,
what would they have done differently if they repeated the exercise. I would have been
keen to get Peta to reflect specifically on their achievements and challenges, so they
could see their own progress through the activity.
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Assessment Criteria:
Referring to the assessment criteria in your toolkit, please give one notable example of how
the young person has shown development towards and met each of the following areas:
Art Form Knowledge and Understanding
Peta developed their art form knowledge and understanding by fully participating in the pottery
workshop, and also through their research into the artist Nick Park who created Wallace and Gromit.
Peta’s research in this area included finding examples of early and later works and finding out about
Park’s early life and that he had an avid interest in drawing cartoons, much like Peta. This sparked a
real interest for Peta in taking their own cartoon designs from paper (2D) to 3D models.

Creativity
Peta explored their creativity through the design of their model monster in the pottery workshop.
Their design used a range of techniques to create a 3D sculpture and used some of the modelling
tools to create the detailed features in the design. The design showed a lot of imagination with the
overall result being a character you might see in a scary movie or animation.

Communication
Peta best demonstrated their communication, choosing to review ‘The Beano’ comic for their Part B
‘Explore the arts as an audience member’. Peta created a dedicated blog and shared it with a comic
book group they are a member of, outside of school. Peta identified strong and weak parts of the
plot/narrative and any visual character designs Peta thought was effective. Peta has a critical eye
when it comes to comics and shared a lot of specific details about how the plot might be improved
for greater humour. Peta’s written blog and then verbal communication, using Zoom, demonstrated
their ability to convey opinions as well as facts about the development of the storylines in simple
terms, considering the audiences previous knowledge of ‘The Beano’ publication’.
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Assessment declaration:
Based on the young person’s completed evidence in their portfolio and your assessment of
their progress against the assessment criteria, please provide a short statement of how the
young person has met the standard of learning at Level 1 and your feedback on any areas for
development. (max 100 words)
Peta’s confidence has increased, and they have communicated much more confidently with their
peer group. The review of ‘The Beano’ for Part B demonstrated their ability to articulate complex
themes around narrative and visual design of characters, which was impressive. Peta has developed
a new area of interest in the arts - 3D design - and has indicated an interest in trying animation
using their own story boards.
Peta has shown creativity through art work produced and communication of thoughts and ideas.
Peta would benefit from more opportunities to work in a group to increase confidence in group
collaboration activities.

Overall result: Pass

/ Below Pass (please delete as applicable)

Please Note: If your adviser assessment results in a Below Pass you must not submit for moderation
as the young person has not fulfilled the minimum requirement for adapted assessment. Below Pass
portfolios received at moderation will be marked as absent. If you have marked a Pass please
complete the declaration below.

I
Jamie North
confirm that this portfolio is a minimum of 50% complete
with evidence in sufficient detail to meet the assessment criteria.
I am confident that_____Peta Johal__ would have achieved a Pass mark if they had been
able to fulfil all the evidence points required for each Part of Bronze Arts Award.

Adviser signature:

Jamie North

(Please type)

Date: 01.05.2021
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